
 
 

 

'Mika' Becomes World's First AI Human 

Like Robot CEO 
 

Why In News 
• Dictador, a spirit brand based in Colombia’s Cartagena, has gone viral for 

appointing Mika, who is manifested as a robot.  

• Mika is a research project between Hanson Robotics and Dictador. It has been 

customised to represent company value. Hanson Robotics also created Sophia, 

the popular humanoid robot. 

 

Mika Human Like Robot 
• Mika was created by famous roboticist and scientist, Dr. David Hanson of 

Hanson Robotics, and became a company board member in September 2022.  
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• This innovative project aims to blend advanced artificial intelligence and 

machine learning with the unique values of the company.  

• this development sparks excitement about the potential of AI in leadership 

roles. 

• Mika utilizes advanced AI and machine learning algorithms to swiftly and 

accurately process data.  

 

 
 

• Teaching AI to care about people is seen as crucial as a crucial step in bridging 

the gap between machines and humans.  

• The gap is to create a symbiotic relationship where AI complements human 

abilities without replacing them entirely. 

• The world’s first AI robot CEO has become an honorary professor.  

• Mika, who heads up Polish rum firm Dictador, received the award during the 

recent 2023-24 Collegium Humanum University inauguration in Warsaw. She 

gave a speech on stage and highlighted the strengths of artificial intelligence. 
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Concerns Raised 
• As AI continues to advance, there are growing concerns about job 

displacement.  

• Many individuals interviewed expressed fears that AI would likely take over jobs 

traditionally performed by humans.  

 

 
 

• Some even stated that they would refuse to work under the supervision of a 

robot.  

• The economic and social implications of AI-driven automation remain hot topics 

for discussion.  

• However, concerns have been raised about a “significant delay” in Mika’s 

response time, highlighting the evolving nature of AI technology. 
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